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MPM Group of Brands Inc. is a global leader in outdoor- and experience-based 
publishing. The company’s focus is inspiring people’s passions by providing relevant, 

engaging and quality content through our 15-plus brands in multiple media.

OUR CORE PURPOSE
To inspire people’s passions by providing relevant, engaging and quality content.

WHO WE ARE & WHAT MAKES US UNIQUE

GUARANTEED  

RESULTS*
100%

OUR CORE VALUES

THREE UNIQUES

1  We track and 
guarantee results.

2  We have highly 
engaged niche 
readerships who trust 
our content.

3  We have turnkey, 
proven campaigns that 
integrate print, online, 
social, email, editorial 
and video.

1. We are confident but humble.
2. We embrace change and seek 

out new knowledge.

3. We are positive team members.
4. We are accountable.
5. We are passionately authentic.
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OUR PRINT 
READERSHIP

BRAND OVERVIEW

MAGAZINE FACTS 

Founded in 1981

 #1 selling outdoor adventure  
magazine on Canadian newsstands

4 issues per year 

Glossy, high-quality stock

100% owned, produced and  
printed in Canada

190+ Media Awards Since 1981.  
Four-time Magazine of the Year  

(Honourable Mentions 2009, 2017, 
2019, 2020)

THE NEWSSTAND WINNER

Top-selling category magazine on 
Canadian newsstands:

Explore: 2,020 copies/issue  
(26% efficiency)

Outside: 1,487 copies/issue  
(23% efficiency)

Backpacker: 1,414 copies/issue  
(19% efficiency)

25-54
AVERAGE AGE

1,050,500
REACH

GENDER

THE NUMBERS

PRINT READERSHIP  
135,000 readers

DISTRIBUTION  
Total - 28,500 copies 
Print - 25,000 copies 

Digital Edition - 3,500 subscribers 

WEBSITE STATS 
Page views - 597,000 

Unique visitors - 162,742 
Time spent on site - 2:14 
*Sourced from 12 month averages  

in Google Analytics

E-NEWSLETTER  
80,000 subscribers

 
PODCAST  

12,000 downloads 

 
TWITTER  

30,000 followers

 
FACEBOOK  
115,000 fans

 
PINTEREST 

24,000 followers 

➜ 20%

 
INSTAGRAM 

55,000 followers

 
YOUTUBE 

2.5K subscribers 

➜ 100%

OUR READERS 

ADVENTURE ACTIVITIES:

78% hike

66% take road trips

62% wilderness camp

56% canoe/kayak/raft

50% mountain bike

45% backpack

58% ski

45% family-focused adventure

90% read each issue cover  
to cover

80% feel Explore is an important 
resource for gear and travel  

information

80% have considered buying a 
product that was featured or  

advertised in Explore

READER PERCEPTION 

87% of readers have been inspired 
to take a trip or buy a product 

from our magazines

Over 60% of our readers enjoy the 
scheduled eNewsletters

98% feel our magazines are a 
trusted source of information

Over 50% feel the online version  
is important

52%
Male

48%
Female

QUICK 
FACTS  
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OUR BRANDS  
& PARTNERS

GUARANTEED  

RESULTS*
100%

PRINTED COPIES 
35,500

DIGITAL COPIES 
9,100+

MONTHLY PAGE VIEWS 
1,031,000+

SOCIAL FOLLOWERS 
225,800+

EMAIL LIST 
80,000+

PODCAST DOWNLOADS 
12,000+
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OUR REACH

BRANDS & PARTNERS PRINTED COPIES DIGITAL PAGE VIEWS NEW VISITORS MALE FEMALE

Explore Magazine 25,000 3,500 597,526 80% 52% 48%

Environment911 - - 20,993 99% 24% 76%

Canadian Traveller 8,000 5,600 397,024 85% 39% 61%

Explore the USA - - 15,666 88% 51% 49%

LTA Club Gear Box 2,500 - - - 39% 61%

TOTAL 35,500 9,100 1,031,209 88% 52% 48%

TravellerCANADIANBOX
GEAR
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PRINT EDITORIAL CALENDAR & DEADLINES

SPRING 2021

• Kayaking BC’s North Coast

• Investigation: Bicycling Safety in Canada

• Delve into the Freediving Scene

Booking Deadline: January 18, 2021 
Artwork Deadline: January 29, 2021 
Newsstand Date: March 9, 2021

SUMMER 2021

• Ultimate Summer Gear Guide: 45+ Items!

• Polar Bear Canoe Adventure

• E-Bikes On the Rise

Booking Deadline: April 19, 2021 
Artwork Deadline: April 30, 2021 
Newsstand Date: June 8, 2021

FALL 2021

• Canadian Fall Hiking Guide

• Investigation: Outdoorsy Lifestyle Migrations

• Bikepacking for Everyone

Booking Deadline: July 26, 2021 
Artwork Deadline: August 9, 2021 
Newsstand Date: September 14, 2021

WINTER 2021

• Guided Adventures with Pro Athletes

• Adaptive Skiing Championships

• Winter Gift Guide

Booking Deadline: October 18, 2021 
Artwork Deadline: October 29, 2021 
Newsstand Date: December 14, 2021

IN EVERY ISSUE

The Lowdown

• Go Here: Detailing unique and 
exciting Canadian outdoor 
destinations.

• News: What matters to  
outdoors-people.

• Profile: Interviews with interesting 
Canadians.

• Getting Started: How to do  
everything better.

• Gear Guide: The latest outdoor 
gear, tested and reviewed.

The Happy Camper:  
Camping expert Kevin Callan  
discusses life out-of-doors.

Angus Adventures:  
World adventurer Colin Angus 
shares his knowledge.

Gadd’s Truth:  
Opinionated extreme sports hero 
Will Gadd states his truth.

Wild Side:  
Award-winning writer Andrew  
Findlay discusses important 
outdoors issues.

Explore the World:  
Profiles of outdoor adventure  
destinations from around  
the globe.

The Moment:  
Canada’s best outdoor  
photography on display.
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UPLOADING ADS 

Email ads to: 
ads@canadawide.com

Bleed  
Full page only 0.125".

Production costs  
Any production work on 
advertisements will be invoiced at 
$75 per hour to the advertiser.

File formats  
Press Optimized PDF.

CUSTOM SPECIALS 

Videos 
Video links to digital edition ads.  
Rate: $350

Special Positions 
Special or guaranteed position. 
15% extra

Inserts 
Rates on request.

NATIONAL DISPLAY RATES  DISPLAY AD DIMENSIONS (WIDTH X HEIGHT) 

SIZE NON BLEED TRIM SIZE FOR BLEED ADS

Full Page Live  7.75" x 10.5" 8" x 10.75"

2/3 Page 4.5625" x 9.875" n/a

Jr. Page 4.5625" x 7.3125" n/a

1/2 Page Vertical 3.5" x 9.875" n/a

1/2 Page Horizontal 7" x 4.8125" n/a

1/3 Page Vertical 2.25" x 9.875"  n/a

1/3 Page Square 4.5625" x 4.8125"  n/a

1/6  Page Vertical 2.25" x 4.8125"  n/a

Double-Page Spread 15.5" x 10.25" 16" x 10.75"

PRINT RATES & SPECS | 

SIZE  1X  2X  3X  4X

Full Page  $6,564 $6,379 $6,184 $5,999

2⁄3 Page $4,825 $4,675 $4,545 $4,400

Jr. Page $4,500 $4,370 $4,230 $4,110

1/2 Page $4,245 $4,115 $4,000 $3,885

1/3 Page $2,952 $2,867 $2,777 $2,682

1/6 Page $1,944 $1,894 $1,829 $1,779

DPS $12,383 $12,013 $11,648 $11,323

1/2 DPS $8,350 $8,110 $7,875 $7,630

COVERS 1X 2X 3X 4X

IFC Spread $14,049 $13,639 $13,224 $12,839

IFC $7,524 $7,314 $7,089 $6,879

IBC $7,204 $6,994 $6,809 $6,604

OBC $7,524 $7,314 $7,089 $6,879

REACH HIGHER THAN EVER
WITH YOUR NEW DYNAMIC DUO

PURICA Curcumin PURICA Recovery 3.0
Rapid Inflammation Relief & Healing30% BDMC Anti-Inflammatory

• BDMC offers 565K ORAC units per gram 
(more than 59 times the potency of regular curcumin)

• Goes beyond regular curcumin to combat inflammation 
by inhibiting both NF-kB and MSK1

• Works on the strength of its stability, bioavailability and 
prolonged survival in blood

�� ���������
�����������

purica.com/duo

Athletes and active living people want to do the things 
they love to do. They want to make the most out of life, at 
work and at play. That’s why we offer PURICA Curcumin. 
It’s Rapid Relief. Optimal Performance.

• It’s a powerful antioxidant, anti-inflammatory and 
immunity optimizer

• Supports joint health and proper muscle function

• Helps reduce symptoms of stress such as fatigue, 
sleeplessness, irritability and inability to concentrate

We’ve combined the rapid relief of PURICA Curcumin with 
the strength of PURICA Recovery. The result is PURICA 
Recovery 3.0. It’s the Next Generation of performance.

for more information on our new dynamic duo – purica 
curcumin and purica recovery 3.0 – and our entire roster 
of natural supplements that produce results go to:
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T H E  M O M E N T

By Marcus Paladino
Tofino-based photographer Marcus Paladino captured this image of  

surfer Pete Devries on Vancouver Island in February of this year.  
In the photographer’s words:

“As Pete pumped down the line and the wave came over top of us, I knew 
we had something special... Everything happens so fast when you’re 

shooting from the water, but for a split second, I noticed how colourful the 
water was. The sun had just popped out of the dark skies to showcase the 

beautiful colour of this wave. This is probably one of the best (if not, my 
favourite) surf photos I’ve ever taken with a fisheye lens.”

Details:
Model: Canon EOS 7D Mark II
Lens: EF8-15mm f/4L Fisheye USM
Shutter Speed: 1/1600 sec 
Aperture: f/8
ISO: 640
Focal Length: 11mm

Stumpjumper was like skiing off-piste on 
my Dynastar Omeglass II slalom skis—an 
unforgiving, bone-jarring experience.

With the benefit of hindsight, most things 
make sense. However, Rocky Mountain Bikes 
brand manager Stephen Matthews says he 
didn’t anticipate such a COVID-19-inspired 
biking boom. By July, the Quebec-based, but 
BC-founded, bike brand was virtually 100 
per cent tapped out of inventory. Not a bad 
place to be for any consumer brand.

“It’s been sweet to see so many more 
people coming into local bike shops,” 
Matthews says. “There’s been a huge influx 
of new riders.”

BACK IN MARCH, in the early days of the 
COVID-19 economic shutdown, Matthews 
says there was a lot of concern around how 
the bike industry would fare. But that was 
short lived. A month or so in, entry level 
hard-tails and kid’s bikes started flying 
off the shelves. When it became clear that 
we were in it for the long fight against 
the coronavirus, many people realized 
they were sitting on a pile of spare time 
and an even bigger pile of cash; money 
that had been previously targeted for an 
overseas family all-inclusive or some other 
discretionary spend. That’s when Matthews 

says the higher-end bikes started selling 
like french fries at a music festival. Bike 
shops couldn’t keep them in stock, people 
were literally lining up at the doors before 
the front door was unlocked.

“If you look at sales alone, this has 
been our biggest spring ever,” Matthews 
says. More people pedalling on dirt or 
asphalt is always a good thing. Beyond the 
obvious public health benefits, buying and 
maintaining bikes fosters healthier cities 
and citizens, and in so doing supports small 
businesses—the beloved local bike shops 
with all their individual character, colour 
and quirkiness. There will always be people 
whose feathers get ruffled when they feel 
“their” sport has been co-opted by the 
masses, as if it suddenly becomes less cool 
just because more people are doing it. Or 
sometimes surfer-style localism prompts 
the grumblers to complain that “their” trails 
are getting too crowded, even though the 
people who are first to complain are often 
the last to volunteer for trail maintenance 
days. This wave of newcomers to mountain 
biking will do nothing but good things for 
the trail managers, bike clubs and non-
profit societies who have traditionally faced 
an uphill battle gaining access to land and 
building a business case for mountain 

biking; that this sport actually can have a 
substantially positive economic impact on 
communities. Just ask the owners of bike 
shops, restaurants, B&Bs and pubs in any 
town that has invested in trails or navigated 
the often multi-year process of legitimizing 
rogue trail systems so they can leverage this 
tourism asset.

AS A CYCLING CULTURE we still have 
some ways to go before we can rub shoulders 
with a country like Spain, for example. On 
a three-month stay in that country with my 
wife and kids a few years ago I was amazed 
to see recreational pelotons dominating 
roads on weekends, as cars lined up 
behind, their drivers waiting patiently for 
an opportunity to pass. The message was 
clear—cyclists have a rightful place on the 
roads of Spain. I was surprised for a few 
reasons; first, for no good reason, I expected 
Spanish drivers to be naturally hotheaded 
and aggressive. But more importantly, my 
experience of biking on roads in Canada 
has taught me that the car is king and many 
drivers still view bikes as a nuisance. But 
that mindset is slowly changing. One thing 
that COVID-19 has taught us, cycling can be 
a salve for the soul. So in that spirit, “Larga 
vida a la revolución ciclista!”  
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THE BIG REVOLUTION
Bikes are bigger than ever—because of COVID-19

WILD SIDE
B Y  A N D R E W  F I N D L A Y

In times of crisis or economic 
decline, humans will still scrape 
together enough change to buy 
certain things—food (an obvious 
necessity,) alcohol (a necessity for 
some) and chocolate (Mars Bars 

and Snickers were apparently invented 
during the Great Depression), among 
other recession-proof products.

Well, we can add bikes to that list. Since 
March, when COVID-19 started sending 
the global economy into a tailspin, sales of 
bikes—mountain, road, cruiser, gravel—
have skyrocketed. Many bike manufacturers 
were nearly tapped of inventory before the 
summer of 2020 had even begun. Bike 
retailers, deemed an essential service in 
British Columbia and elsewhere, suddenly 
found themselves swamped, and bike 
mechanics were elevated to the status of 
emergency room physicians.

In BC’s Comox Valley, my hometown, 
customers were having to book an 
appointment for bike servicing or repair, 
one and sometimes two weeks out. Bike 
store owners watched their shelves being 
emptied and their stock of new bikes 
depleted. At the same time, the market 
for used bikes, high-end or otherwise, was 
hotter than ever. Despite the added stress 
of operating a public-facing business while 
meeting COVID-19 health protocols, this 
past spring has quite likely been the best 

time in several generations, if not ever, to 
be in the business of bikes.

IN NORTH AMERICA, there was a previ-
ous bike boom. In the early 1970s annual 
sales of bikes in the U.S. doubled from 
six million, where they had stagnated for 
years, to 14 million in 1972. States passed 
bicycle-oriented bills by the hundreds, 
spurned in part by high fuel prices and 
public backlash against the gas guzzlers 
that the auto industry was churning out. 
Four years later, the boom was a bust.

However, we live in a different 
world now, and there’s a sense this 
boom might have some staying 
power. Biking infrastructure has 
advanced exponentially over the 
past few decades. Planners and 
politicians, coast-to-coast and around the 
world, are making cycling a priority as they 
plan for the future of urban transportation. 
Asphalt is being reclaimed from motor 
vehicles to make room for dedicated 
bike lanes. For example, Victoria, BC, is 
constantly adding to its cycling network 
as part of an Official Community Plan that 
by 2041 aims to have its citizens walking, 
biking, running or using public transit for 
60 per cent of all trips within the city (and 
70 per cent of work commutes). Bicycles 
are quickly becoming a much more viable 
and practical urban transportation option, 

at the same time creating healthier cities 
and citizens. Throw e-bikes into the mix 
and the future of bicycle commuting looks 
even brighter.

 Mountain bike trail assets have also seen 
massive growth, with extensive networks 
growing in places as diverse as Burns Lake 
in northern BC, Jasper National Park and 
Red Deer, Alberta. I’ve been involved in 
mountain biking for long enough to witness 
the sport evolve from a fringe pursuit of 
spandex clad, cross-country skiing aerobic 
nerds to what it is today; a sport enjoyed 

by beer-league hockey players, 
soccer moms, kids crushing the 
A-Line at Whistler before they hit 
double-digits in age, retirees in 
their 70s who volunteer their time 
to build trails when they’re not 

riding and pretty much every age bracket, 
interest group and demographic you can 
dream of. Technology is likely playing a 
factor. Bike design has advanced to the 
point that mountain bikes are simply more 
fun to ride than they have ever been (they’re 
also more expensive, but that’s a different 
story). A first-timer can hit the trail on a 
full-suspension bike with 2.4-inch tires and 
have a positive experience—off the couch. 
My first “real” mountain bike was a hard-
tail with steep head tube angles and two 
inches of front suspension; riding technical 
BC single-track on my old lime green 

ABOVE: 
Looking for a 
new bike? Too 
bad—they’re 

sold out.

MOUNTAIN-GRADE 
TRACTION

RESPONSIVE 
STABILITY

CUSHIONED 
COMFORT

MQM Flex 2 MEN’S

NO DYE.
JUST DIRT.

Completely Undyed Uppers 

Partially Recycled 

Mesh Uppers

shop at MERRELL.CA

Natural Rubber Outsoles

already been incorporated into modern 
technology but I wouldn’t be surprised if 
they still hold secrets we can learn from 
for today’s winter adventures.

Rain Protection
The Indigenous people of the Pacific North-
west had to endure some of the greatest 
rainfall in North America; however, they 
learned to protect themselves with help 
from the cedar tree. Hats and cloaks made 
from very tightly woven cedar bark shed 
the rain while allowing full breathability.

The Inuit required even more robust 
raingear since it also had to double as 
a dry suit when they were kayaking in 
rough and cold Arctic waters. They learned 
that clothing made from seal or whale 
intestines with the seams sealed with 
glue rendered from bones made for a 
watertight, yet breathable garment. The 
original job of the intestine in the animal is 
to be a semi-permeable membrane, which 
made it the ideal material, basically the 
Gore-Tex of the day.

You may not know it, but wood is already 
used to make clothing and goes under the 
name of Rayon, Lyocell, Modal or Viscose, 
and perhaps one day tree bark will also 
make it into our modern clothing repertoire. 
I’ll pass on the whale intestines, but modern 
waterproof-breathable membranes essen-
tially use the same system.

Cold Protection
Fur was king for keeping our original 
inhabitants warm. Fur was obtained 
through standard hunting practises, and 
the entire animal was used for various 
aspects of First Nations’ lifestyle. Even 
the needles used to sew pieces of hide 
together were made from animal bones. 
Maintaining cold-weather clothing was a 
full-time job, and even the act of dressing 
and looking after the garments was a 
science, ensuring that moisture didn’t 
build up and damage didn’t occur from 
improper use. For bedding, fur, once again, 
was the mainstay of a comfortable night’s 
sleep. Generally, stiffer furs such as caribou 
or deer were used for sleeping mats, and 
softer furs were used as blankets.

While we see a lot fewer fur coats now-
adays due to ethical concerns, and pretty 
much no fur mattresses or blankets for the 
same reasons, there is no denying the im-
pact they’ve made on our society. We strive 
to make our clothes and blankets just as 
warm, and use both natural and synthetic 
fabrics to achieve that goal.

Transportation
Originally, winter transportation was 
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D uring the early days 
of European Arctic 
exploration, arrogance 
often hamstringed 
the efficacy and safety 
of northern sojourns. 

The Inuit people had developed some of 
the most advanced technology for dealing 
with harsh Arctic conditions, including 
sophisticated clothing strategies and the use 
of sled dogs for transportation. However, 
decision-makers in the British Royal Navy 
refused to take advantage of this wisdom 
developed over thousands of years, instead 
disparaging it as “savage.” They adorned 
their men in cotton and wool uniforms, 
poorly designed for the extreme cold, and 
hauled their heavy sleds the “noble” way, 
with shivering men at the end of ropes. The 
ill-fated Franklin Expedition is an example 
of these misguided notions at work.

Norwegian explorer Roald Amundsen, a 
more progressive thinker, was one of the 
first Europeans to adopt Inuit technology. 
Prior to becoming the first to conquer the 
Northwest Passage, he spent two years in 
what would become Nunavut, learning 
crucial skills from the Indigenous people, 

including dogsledding, seal hunting, 
clothing technology and countless other 
tactics for surviving in the extreme north.

Amundsen’s willingness to learn from the 
locals paid off, and his team made it through 
the Northwest Passage despite minimal 
resources compared to the Franklin 
Expedition. He then went on to become the 
first to reach the South Pole, using the same 
Inuit-developed technologies that allowed 
him to prevail in the North.

I COULDN’T HELP but think 
of these contrasting stories of 
success and failure tied to 
arrogance and humility 12 
years ago when a Chukchi elder 
gifted me a reindeer hide to use 
as a sleeping mat. He insisted it would 
be much warmer than the high-tech 
insulated mat I’d been using during my 
winter-crossing of Siberia. I was initially 
skeptical, thinking it unlikely that a basic 
hide could outperform a top-quality 
marvel of modern engineering, but then 
I thought of Amundsen, and decided there 
was no harm in keeping an open mind to 
the concept.

The Chukchi People live in the northeast 
tip of Asia. Genetically, the are the most 
closely related people to the First Nations 
of North America. In fact, before political 
barriers were created during the Soviet 
Union, the Chukchi and the North 
American First Nations would move back 
and forth across the Bering Strait. As with 
their North American counterparts, the 
Chukchi people had developed some of 

the most advanced technology 
for dealing with Arctic conditions.

Although I expected the reindeer 
hide to work reasonably, I was 
taken aback by just how great my 
first night with it was. The coarse, 
stiff hollow hairs kept me well off 
the ground and provided excellent 

insulation. It wasn’t long before I jettisoned 
my store-bought mat in favour of local 
technology better suited for the -50 degree 
nights I was facing.

Here in Canada, as winter descends upon 
us, I thought it would be interesting to 
investigate various strategies that Canada’s 
original inhabitants utilized to make 
our coldest months more comfortable. 
Some of these ancient innovations have 

ANGUS ADVENTURES
B Y  C O L I N  A N G U S 

THE INNOVATORS
Indigenous people long ago mastered the art of staying warm and dry in winter

ABOVE: 
For the 

author, local 
knowledge 
trumped 

modern tech 
in Siberia.
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T’S TRUE WHAT THEY SAY: DRIVING TO 
your campsite is more dangerous than 
the camping itself. I once stopped at 
an accident scene on my way to give a 
presentation about wilderness canoe 
tripping. A dozen or so vehicles were 

involved and many people were injured; sadly, 
a man in his late-60s died while I attempted to 
administer first-aid. 

During the Q&A session at the presentation 
that night, someone in the back row stated she 
hadn’t yet gone camping because she thought it 
was too dangerous. I paused for a moment, then 
asked, “Did you drive here?”

It’s still possible, however, that bad things 
can happen out there — even though it’s quite 
rare when compared to our everyday urban 
survival. According to the latest statistics from 
a variety of search and rescue groups, these are 
the worst possible scenarios (and how best to 
deal with them):

SEVERE STORMS
Maybe it’s climate change or maybe there are 

FIVE NIGHTMARE OUTDOOR SCENARIOS 
— AND HOW TO DEAL WITH THEM 

just more people wandering the woods these 
days, but a sudden-but-serious squall is rated 
as the number-one danger. Staying off the 
water during a storm is an obviously smart 
choice. When at camp, however, it’s important 
to note that broken trees and flying debris 
cause the most injuries. Your best bet in severe 
weather is to stay out in the open, huddled 
down in a depression or hollow. Taking refuge 
inside your flimsy nylon tent, surrounded by 
trees, isn’t a good option. 

LIGHTNING STRIKES
Lightning strikes are some of the most com-
mon, and possibly deadly, mishaps we can be 
exposed to. In many cases, victims are struck 
while standing on a lakeshore, watching the 
storm. The majority, however, are hit by a cor-
responding ground charge while lying asleep 
in their tent. 

Weathering-out an electrical storm at the 
campsite is far better than being on the water. 
Some kayakers and canoeists claim that you 
can paddle safely during a lightning storm 

I

winds and in shallow water, will break when its 
height reaches one-seventh of its length (it can 
no longer support itself). A windswept wave 
of less than half-a-metre in height can easily 
swamp a canoe or kayak. Hypothermia will 
quickly kick in, especially if you’re paddling in 
the spring or fall. Once capsized, you have ap-
proximately 30 minutes before the “big chill” 
sets in, if you’re wearing a PFD. If you’re not, 
you have less than 10 minutes. 

Hit an approaching wave bow first. Allow 
it to hit you sideways and you have a good 
chance of flipping. If the wave hits from be-
hind, you’ll take on too much water. Also, 
perform a low-brace at the bow and stern 
when the wave hits. It’s like having three 
boats side-by-side. 

BEARS

Most novice campers are more paranoid 
about bears than anything else. Actually, a 
bear attack is one of the least likely things 
to happen to you. However, bears can cause 
some concern. It’s important to note that 
bears are very similar to humans — they are 
unpredictable. Each occurrence is different 
and your reaction should depend on the par-
ticular circumstance. First, consider how the 
encounter came about. 

If a curious bear wanders into camp, then 
try a mild aggression technique. Or, if the 
bear knowingly approaches you, then defi-
nitely be combative. Running only triggers a 
predatory response (and you’ll never outrun 
a bear). Climbing a tree is possible, but black 
bears and young grizzlies are good tree climb-
ers. Showing aggression is a better option. 
However, if you happen upon a bear while on 
the trail, then it’s far better to calmly back off 
and give the animal its space. Worse yet, if you 
surprise a mother black bear with cubs, never 
show aggression or she’ll fight back — like-
wise if a grizzly is in full-fledged attack mode. 
You’re best to take a defensive position. Lie 
face-down with your hands wrapped around 
your neck to protect your vital organs and 
spread your legs (somewhat) apart to help 
anchor yourself, in case the bear attempts to 
flip you over. In general, arming yourself with 
bear spray or bear bangers is a good idea — 
but use them only as a last resort, if the bear 
is attacking.

FOREST FIRES

You can’t outrun a forest fire — spotting one 
in the distance doesn’t mean you’re safe. First 
thing: stay calm (relatively, anyway). It will 
help when formulating an escape plan. If 
you’re in a forested mountainous area, head 

downhill — fires travel four- to five-times 
more quickly uphill. Avoid narrow valleys, 
steep slopes or canyons. These areas act as 
natural chimneys for fire and smoke; if the 
flames don’t get you, the smoke will. Stay in 
open areas — fields when hiking or the mid-
dle of open lakes if paddling. 

If you are trapped, try to get to an open 
area and ditch any flammable materials (in-
cluding the camp stove and fuel container in 
your pack). Remove all synthetic clothing — 
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as long as you keep close to the shoreline. A 
protective “umbrella” is formed, at about 
a 45-degree angle between the paddler and 
the treetops. This is just a theory, however, 
and I think I’d rather take my chances on-
shore. Just make sure you pitch your shelter 
far away from any mound of high rock or tall 
tree. Also, the deeper you go into the woods, 
the greater the chance of lightning hitting 
another nearby object. Keep as low as pos-
sible — but don’t lie flat out. Sit on top of 
a backpack or, if you happen to be in your 
tent when an electrical storm hits, squat 
on top of your sleeping pad with both feet 
close together. This reduces conductivity — 
you want something between you and the 
ground to dissipate the surge of energy.

WAVES & SWELLS
A wave is far more dangerous than a swell. The 
difference is that swells, generally formed far 
from your location, don’t break very often and 
your vessel can usually ride along with them. A 
wave, especially when produced by sudden high 

B Y  K E V I N  C A L L A N  / /

T h e  H a p p y  C a m p e r
it could melt to your skin and cause severe 
burns. Cotton or wool is much better. Do not 
wet your clothing or skin — the intense heat 
could create steam and scald you. (Cover bare 
skin with sand if possible.) Lie face down on 
the ground and filter out the smoke by plac-
ing a dry bandana or cotton shirt over your 
mouth (steam from wet clothing could burn 
your lungs). Remember, if you’ve left a de-
tailed trip plan or packed a personal locator 
beacon, help will soon arrive. Danger, Danger!

1

2

3 5

4

Join "The Happy Camper" on a canoe trip in 
the Florida everglades — find out more at

explore-mag.com/florida
THE  

BLOG

usually on foot, and various designs of 
snowshoes were developed across Canada 
depending on local snow conditions. The 
Iroquois and Mohawks designed long 
and narrow snowshoes, good for speed, 
which helped them outrun large game 
animals hindered by deep snow. In the 
far north, the Inuit used dogsleds to 
transport supplies and animals they had 
hunted. Toboggans also have their origins 
here in Canada, being used by Cree and 
other groups to transport supplies (and 
children).

Snowshoes are still one of the best ways 

to make progress through deep snow and 
let’s face it—nothing beats tobogganing 
down a snowy hill. (And it’s still the best 
way to haul gear through the snow.)

AS CANADIANS WE pride ourselves on 
our ability to handle winter and for that we 
owe the Indigenous people a lot of credit. 
They figured out how to survive and thrive 
in cold conditions and we’ve borrowed 
from that knowledge to enjoy and delight 
in all that this season has to offer.  So, grab 
your toboggan and faux-fur collared parka 
and have some fun.  

FULL PAGE 
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1/2 VERT. 
EXAMPLE

EFFECTIVE JANUARY 2020 

$ GROSS RATES
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CLASSIFIED RATES & DIMENSIONS | PRINT

3 3/8"  
x 9 5/8"

1/2 PAGE VERTICAL

$1,830
D

7" x 9 5/8"

FULL PAGE

$2,660
A

5 3/16"  
x 9 5/8"

3/4 PAGE VERTICAL

$2,245
B

1/2 PAGE HORIZONTAL

$1,830

7" x 4 3/4"

C

 

1 COLUMN X6" VERTICAL

$365

1 9/16" x 6"

H

3/8 PAGE HORIZONTAL

$625

5 3/16" x 4 3/4"

E

1/4 PAGE VERTICAL

$455

3 3/8" x 4 3/4"

F

1 FULL COLUMN

$455

1 9/16"  
x 9 5/8"

G

2 COLUMN X2" HORIZONTAL

$275

3 3/8" x 2"

L

$365

3 3/8"x 3"

I

1 COLUMN X5" VERTICAL

$324

1 9/16" x 5"

J

1 COLUMN X4" VERTICAL

$275

1 9/16" x 4"

K

1 COLUMN X3" VERTICAL

$222

1 9/16" x 3"

M

2 COLUMN X1" HORIZONTAL

$156

3 3/8" x 1"

N

1 COLUMN X2" VERTICAL

$156

1 9/16" x 2"

O

DISPLAY ADS
Display ads in the classifieds are more  
economical and have set sizes. They can include 
colour borders, background colours, photo 
backgrounds, superimposed text, logos, inserted 
photos, etc. See below for pricing and sizes.

PRODUCTION INFO 

Bleed 
Full page only 0.125".

Production costs 
Production costs of $75 per hour apply to  
ads that our staff must create or change.  
The average cost of classified ad production  
is $250 to $350.

File formats  
Press optimized PDF.

Email ads to:
ads@canadawide,com

EFFECTIVE JANUARY 2020 

$ GROSS RATES

DISPLAY 
AD 

EXAMPLE

2 COLUMN X3" HORIZONTAL
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WEBSITE RATES & DIMENSIONS | 

EXPLORE-MAG.COM  
When it comes to outdoor adventure, explore-mag.com  
delivers the goods so readers can enjoy Canada’s very 
best outdoor experiences. Explore readers and web 
visitors know that our award-winning content is the 
starting point for inspiration and action. Our online 
presence continues to organically grow—be a part of  
our authentic community.

EXPLORETHEUSA.COM
Now reach readers interested in outdoor adventure in 
the USA. Launched in April 2014, ExploreTheUSA.com 
enjoys a healthy viewership.

FEATURES & HIGHLIGHTS
• Adventure
• Travel
• Gear
• Fitness & Nutrition
• Skills

RATES & DIMENSIONS  
Standard Website Units: 
Leaderboard (728x90)  $20 (CPM)
Large Banner (970x250) $20 (CPM)
Small Banner (350x250)  $20 (CPM)

Other: 
Section sponsorship: $28 (CPM) 
Homepage takeover: $1,000 (CPD) 
Social Media Mentions: $100 per mention
Create a campaign unique to your business. 
Custom campaigns and content alignment 
packages are available. Speak to your rep today!

970 X 250
970 X 90
728 X 90

970 X 250
970 X 90
728 X 90

970 X 250
970 X 90
728 X 90

Contests: 
Based on a six-week promotion includes: contest creation,  
one contest ad, contest page write-up, list of entry names 
(optional, subject to restrictions) and social media mentions 
for duration of contest: $2,500. ROS promotion: $20 (CPM)

INDEX 
PAGE 

ARTICLE 
PAGE

162,742 
Unique Visitors Per Month

597,000 
Page Views Per Month

  QUICK FACTS  

• Camping 
• News, Photos & Contests
• Social media updates
• Direct link to digital magazine
• eNewsletter

NEW  
ARTICLES  

DAILY!

Podcast
Inquire for sponsorship 

opportunities on our  
top-ranked outdoor 
adventure podcast.
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Bordering on the Ridiculous
It was the long, hot summer of 
2004 and we were like Thelma and 
Louise—only without the super-tight 
jeans and cavalcade of cops. 

We were driving from northern 
Austria, down through the Alps 
to northern Italy and then over to 
Slovenia. Life was pretty sweet: the 
freedom of the open road and the 
sublime snow-kissed Alps opening 
up before us while we sang and 
danced in our seats to the sounds 
floating up from the car stereo.

We pulled into Salzburg without a 
care in the world. A short pit stop was 
called for to take a glimpse at Mozart’s 
birthplace, do a quick Sound of Music-
style twirl while squawking about 
the ‘hills being alive’—we hadn’t lost 
our minds, this is actually where they 
filmed the Sound of Music—and to 
grab a quick bite of lunch. 

That day we dined al fresco in the 
blazing sunshine, just down the street 
from where Wolfgang was born. A 
bored moustachioed waiter shuffled 
up to me in his tight black waistcoat 
and asked me if I’d like a beer. Why on 
Earth not? I wasn’t driving: I was Head 
Navigator, Co-Pilot Extraordinaire. Yes, 
thank you, I’ll have a beer.

“A beeg von or a small von?” a 
muffled voice came from behind the 
enormous moustache.

“A beeg von, bitte,” I smiled. And I 
could swear that I saw his eyes dance 
for a split-second as he let a little self-
satisfied smirk—yes, a smirk—escape 
from behind his elaborate facial topiary.

I shrugged my shoulders and 
happily continued my conversation 
about where we were going to find a 
hitchhiker like Brad Pitt.

Suddenly an astonished expression 
befell my friend’s face. “Wow Vick,” 
was all my friend could utter as she 
motioned to something shuffling 
behind me. And that something was 
shuffling under the strain of the most 
enormous beer I have ever seen in my 
life. I swear he could barely lift it.

It was bordering on the ridiculous.
With one dramatic, self-satisfied 

swoop of his arm he placed my beeg 
von before me. In the blazing heat of 
that alpine day, it was a sight to behold: 
glistening and golden; frosty and 
with rivers of sparkling condensation 
running down its luscious sides.

Now, I like to think that I am, if 
anything, willing to give most things 
a try. I take a certain amount of pride 

in always being willing to immerse 
myself in local cultures and traditions 
when I’m travelling. After all, when in 
Rome… I mean, um, when in Salzburg.

So I gave my beeg von a run for its 
money. I showed it—and my smug 
waiter—who was boss, before I 
staggered back to the car to display my 
top-class navigational skills on our trip 
south towards the Italian border.

Using only one eye to focus and with 
my finger glued to the map before me, I 
attempted to maintain some semblance 
of authority. But before long, the map 
was doing manic 360-degree spins as I 
tried to work out what country I was in.

“You don’t know where we are,” 
accused Louise. 

“Yes I do,” I announced defensively. 
I didn’t, but there was no way I was 
letting her know that.

Like the good friend that she is, she 
tried to ignore the wild spinning of the 
map for as long as she could. She tried 
her very, very best to have faith in my 
squinty-eyed, mumbling judgement, 
but 40 minutes later she had to pull 
over and ask for the map.

“Give it here,” she demanded.
I sheepishly handed her the map.
“Vickie, we’re half way to Munich,” 

she spat out. “We’re in Germany.” 
And then she burst out laughing.
“What?” I said. “We’ve come to 

Germany by accident?”
Indeed we had. And all thanks to the 

beeg von.
From what I can remember of my 

one-hour-twenty-minute unintentional 
foray into Germany, it was beautiful. 
Bavaria is stunning. And I hear the 
beer is pretty good two.

That’s the thing about some borders 
though—especially in Europe—you 
can never be 100 percent sure of their 
whereabouts. But no matter where 
you are, crossing them is always, 
always an undeniable thrill. Whether 
you do it on purpose or not…  
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PURCHASED MY PASSION MEDIA BUNDLES:

Contest 
1,000 entries per month

Full Page Print Ad
Print readership: 25,000

Online Ads & Shout-out Content 
594,000 impressions

    Proof of Performance Report 

 

 

 

 

 

 

eNewsletters Ad 
53,000 opens

TRAFFIC BUILDER EXAMPLE

Additional Content  
412,000 reach

Social Media Posts  
48,000 shares

Highlight Article
3.1 million reach

TOTAL CAMPAIGN REACH:  

5,115,811
AND STILL GROWING
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CONSUMER OPT-IN CONTENT  
A weekly adrenaline rush with Explore’s Live the  
Adventure newsletter. Every week our e-news  
delivers inspiring and useful tips that get our  
readers’ hearts pumping and minds exploring in  
Canada and beyond.

Featuring:  
The Happy Camper, Hot Gear,  
Adventure Travel, Fitness Tips,  
Amazing Photos and so much more.

Rates & sizes 
Big box (300X250) $995/week 
Video (YouTube or Vimeo link) $800/week 
Content/Image (unique content provided to us by the client) $1,000/week 
Content/Video (unique content provided to us by the client) $1,300/week

For geo-targeting add 20%

E-NEWSLETTER SPECS & RATES | 

ELECTRONIC REQUIREMENTS

Graphics 
Image (jpg, gif or png)

File size 
Less than or equal to 40KB

300 X 250300 X 250

NEWS-
LETTER 

EXAMPLE

TOTAL ACTIVE  
SUBSCRIBERS:  

80,000+
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INTEGRATED BUNDLES 
GUARANTEED  

RESULTS*
100%

OUR MOST POPULAR BUNDLES FOR 2020
All bundles are customisable and flexible to suit your advertising needs. Other bundles available on request. 

BUNDLE DESCRIPTION AD FEATURE ONLINE CONTENT NETWORK 
ADS

HOT 
DEALS

eNEWS-
LETTERS CONTEST SOCIAL 

PUSH PRICE

SOCIAL  
BUTTERFLY

Integrated campaign to build so-
cial media exposure and reader 

confidence. This campaign 
bundle is designed to increase 
your social presence and begin 

the conversation. Strong support 
through call-to-action online and 
print placements round off this 

campaign.

Half Page in any  
Consumer 

 Publication

- 4 Pieces of Online 
Content 

Plus 1 Premium Pillar 
Online Article

500,000 - - 1 4 $23,874

TRAFFIC 
BUILDER

Integrated campaign to drive 
traffic to your website through 
this strategic bundle. This cam-
paign is designed to leverage 

online articles with strategic call 
-to-action online and display ad 

placements.

Full Page in  
Explore

Full Page in  
Canadian Traveller 

- 4 Pieces of Content 

Or 1 Pillar + 1 Piece of 
Content

1,000,000 6 12 1 - $24,150

EDUCATIONAL 
EXPERIENCE

Integrated campaign that does a 
deep dive into the special value 
proposition. This campaign is 

focused on storytelling and print, 
with a healthy balance of online 

to pull it together.

Full Page in  
Explore

Full Page in  
Canadian Traveller

Half Page in  
Explore

1 Print 
Feature

3 Pieces of Highlight 
Online Content 

Or 1 Feature Online 
Content

750,000 10 4 1 - $27,580

MINI BUNDLE Templated bundles for smaller 
partners or those wishing to try 

integration. 

Five 1/3 page ads  
in any  

consumer 
 publication

- 1 Shout-out

1 Highlight

100,000 6 2 - - $9,875

PRINT ONLINE
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LIVE THE ADVENTURE CLUB
A curated subscription box of quality adventure gear delivered 
quarterly to thousands of active outdoor enthisuasts.

EXCLUSIVE SPONSORSHIPS
An opportunity to get your product in the hands of affluent outdoor enthusiasts.

2,500 members!
1,700,000 video views!

BOX
GEAR

Each season subscribers receive your logo and product listing in:
1. Gear Box DPS ad in Explore Magazine (135,000 readers)
2. Logo on Gear Box insert (2,500 members)
3. Logo on Gear Box (2,500 members)
4. Product description in Official Unboxing (10,000+ views)
5. Sponsor unveiling email (80,000+ subscribers)
6. Product link in private forum (2,000+ members)

$1 PER SUBSCRIBER* PLUS PRODUCT FOR GEAR BOX
Custom bundles available—inquire!
*fee waived with $15,000 advertising package.

Each Season LTA Subscribers Receive:
• 4 to 8 pieces of outdoors gear
• Latest issue of Explore Magazine
• Challenges to motivate members to use the gear
• Private forum membership with prizes and webinars

BOOK YOUR PRODUCT CATEGORY EXCLUSIVITY TODAY.
Contact James Mohr:  
jamesm@mypassionmedia.com
604-619-8281

GEAR BOX CATEGORY  
EXCLUSIVE SPONSORSHIP

Satisfied Clients Include:

PRODUCTION SCHEDULE 2021
DELIVERY BOOKING DEADLINE PRODUCT IN

Spring Jan 18 Jan 29
Summer Apr 19 Apr 30
Fall Jul 26 Aug 6
Winter Oct 18 Nov 3

Ask about our 
Adventure 

Challenge Club, 
with more than 
500 additional 

members! 

INQUIRE ABOUT  
SPONSORSHIP!

SUMMER 2019
LTA CLUB  
GEAR BOX

DISCOVER MORE INFO ABOUT THIS GEAR AT: explore-mag.com/LTAClub-HowTo
QUESTIONS? CONCERNS? EMAIL gearbox@mypassionmedia.com

Gear may not be exactly as pictured.

AVVENTURA OUTDOORS 
CAMP BLANKET

Stay warm on those summer nights, 
even when you can’t have  

a campfire! Great for sleeping  
when it’s toasty too—packable  

and durable, you’ll love our  
Camp Blanket.

AVVENTURA OUTDOORS 
PORTABLE GRILL

Cooking out-of-doors is eminently 
satisfying. Here’s how to make it 
easy—just stoke some coals and 

unfold your portable grill. (Obey all 
campfire bans in your region.)

HYDRATION BLADDER
Hydration is the key to health—and 

packing your daily H20 just got 
easier. Fit this 2L bladder into your 
pack of choice and sip hands-free 
while you get sweaty on summer 

hikes.

MOSQUITO ZAPPER 
LANTERN

It’s bug season. So charge up 
this unit before you head out 

this summer and flick on the bug 
zapper when the sun goes down. 

Backcountry or front, you’ll be  
the campsite hero.

PURICA MAGNESIUM 
EFFERVESCENT

Mix this fruity powder in H2O and 
you’ll have the minerals you need  

to reduce cramps, build bones  
and lower blood pressure.

RX BARS
RX Bars list their key ingredients 

as the most prominent part of their 
labels—boasting just a handful of 

simple foods in each bar, as well as  
12 grams of protein to boot.

THE FOREVER MATCH
One match to rule them all!  

Unscrew the striker, add fluid and 
strike—you’ll have instant flame 

where ever you travel.

BARCOUNTRY POCKET 
COCKTAILS

BarCountry is the easiest way to 
enjoy a complex campsite libation 
this summer. Just add booze and 

water. (Or skip the booze.)

EXPLORE MAGAZINE, 
SUMMER 2019

Jam-packed with adventure and 
inspiration. Get geared up. Hike in 

Ontario. Save the trees. Get outdoors 
with your kids. And so much more.

EXP-SP-25_LTAGearBoxInsertSummer2019_v2.indd   1 2019-06-06   10:10 AM

SPRING 2020

LTA CLUB  
GEAR BOX

DISCOVER MORE INFO ABOUT THIS GEAR AT: explore-mag.com/LTAClub-HowTo
QUESTIONS? CONCERNS? EMAIL gearbox@mypassionmedia.com

Gear may not be exactly as pictured.

CHAWEL 
MULTIFUNCTIONAL 

TOWEL
You’ve never seen a towel like 

this before. Dry off. Lay out. Get 
changed. Take a nap. Bundle 

up. It’s a blanket, a sleeping bag 
liner, a towel, a sun-shield and 

more—in one!

CAMPING HAMMOCK 
WITH BUG NET

Your campsite is about to get 
a serious upgrade—this new 
hammock features improved 

strapping and a mosquito net! 
Lay out or even camp  

out—without getting eaten. 
(Colours vary.)

AVVENTURA OUTDOORS  
LED HEADLAMP

Powered by three AAA 
batteries (not included), this 
headlamp features a 50,000-

hour bulb, 120 metres of range 
and IPX6 weatherproofing.

AVVENTURA OUTDOORS  
FIRE STEEL

A must have—simply scrape the 
coating to reveal the full-size 
ferro rod, and strike to create 
a hot spark. Lights campfires, 
stoves and candles with ease.

Q ENERGY 3-PACK
Power up and stay hydrated 

with this Q Energy  
three-pack. Pour a tube  
into your waterbottle, 

shake, drink and feel the 
rush of all-natural energy 

and vitamins.

RX BAR
We love RX Bar! Chomp 

into this whole-ingredient 
protein bar and stay  
fuelled on your walks  

and hikes.

PURICA MAGNESIUM 
BISGLYCINATE

Mix this fruity powder in 
H2O and you’ll have the 

minerals you need to reduce 
cramps, build bones and 

lower blood pressure.

EXPLORE MAGAZINE,  
SPRING 2020

Lean back and get inspired. 
Explore the Yukon. Find 

lesser-known locales 
around Canada. Learn 

about outdoor pre-schools. 
Gear up for spring. Live 

vicariously until life returns 
to normal.

EXP-SP-37_LTAGearBox_InsertSpring2020_v2.indd   1 2020-04-03   11:40 AM

FALL 2019
LTA CLUB  
GEAR BOX

DISCOVER MORE INFO ABOUT THIS GEAR AT: explore-mag.com/LTAClub-HowTo
QUESTIONS? CONCERNS? EMAIL gearbox@mypassionmedia.com

Gear may not be exactly as pictured.

AVVENTURA OUTDOORS 
COLLAPSIBLE HIKING POLES
We are stoked to include the lightest,  

most compact Hiking Poles we’ve ever seen! 
Use these to ease the burden on your  

knees this fall.

AVVENTURA OUTDOORS  
HAND-CRANK  

RADIO/LIGHT/CHARGER
Get weather reports. Catch the game. Listen 
to some music. Charge your phone. Use the 
light. This is safety and comfort, all in one.

COLLAPSIBLE WATER BOTTLE
The best way to save space and stay 

hydrated—collapses as you drink, stows 
away small.

POCKET BELLOWS
An item you didn’t even know you needed. 
Extend into the base of a fire. Blow on the 
thick end. Stoke! Cook and stay warm by 

the fire this fall.

CAMPING EGG CONTAINERS
Fresh eggs are one of your best sources of 

protein—and now you can carry them where 
ever you roam.

BASECAMP CARDS
One part campsite game, one part 

conversation starter. These Basecamp Cards 
will keep the fireside fun going well into  

the night.

DUCKISH LIP BALM
Autumn winds are ruthless on  

your smoocher. Stay moisturized 
and comfortable with this  

all-natural balm.

DUCKISH LOTION STICK
Those same dipping temperatures 
will dry out skin—keep your largest 
organ moisturized and healthy with 

these travel-sized lotion sticks.

BIGS SUNFLOWER SEEDS
We love sunflower seeds! And you’ll 
love these new, flavourful takes on 

this classic snacking essential. 

DUKE’S SMOKED MEATS
Stay fueled up with hearty, protein-

rich Duke’s Smoked Meats—available 
in four flavours with no MSG.

TRU EARTH  
LAUNDRY DETERGENT

Planning and adventure travel trip 
this fall? These eco-friendly laundry 
strips pack easily and limit waste.

EXPLORE MAGAZINE,  
FALL 2019

One of our most graphically 
dynamic issues to date—explore the 
Canadian West, solve your outdoor 
dilemmas, gear-up for fall and so 

much more.

EXP-SP-28_LTAGearBox_InsertFall2019.indd   1 2019-09-16   12:59 PM

SUMMER 2020

LTA CLUB  
GEAR BOX

DISCOVER MORE INFO ABOUT THIS GEAR AT: explore-mag.com/LTAClub-HowTo
QUESTIONS? CONCERNS? EMAIL gearbox@mypassionmedia.com

Gear may not be exactly as pictured.

CAMPING COOKWARE  
WITH KETTLE

This is the best Camping 
Cookware we’ve ever seen—large 
pot, frying pan and a handy kettle 
for quick and easy boiling. Non-
stick, lightweight and durable 

aluminum.

XL ROUND TOWEL
Summertime and the livin’ is easy. 
Whether you pack this XL Round 

Towel on the trail for picnics, 
line the inside of your tent for 

comfort, sprawl on a quiet beach 
or curl up in your hammock—
there are a million uses for this 

oversized blanket-towel.

XPAND LACES  
ORIGINAL NO-TIE

Turn your trail runners into slip-
ons with these stylish, tough and 
easy-to-use no-tie laces. Made 

from zero-memory elastic rubber, 
these laces last years!

XPAND LACES  
QUICK-RELEASE

We love Xpand Laces Quick 
Release in our hiking boots—lace 

up your trail hikers and enjoy 
easy comfort and secure fit—even 

on backcountry boots.

PURICA  
HAND SANITIZER

You know you need this—
whether hiking the trail 
or walking the dog, this 

Vancouver Island, BC-made 
sanitizer will help keep you 

healthy this summer.

HANDWARMER  
2-PACK

Handwarmers in summer? Yes! 
We toss these in our sleeping 

bags when nights get cool and 
stay warm while we snooze—or 
keep on-hand for emergencies.

BEST-OF ITEM 2020
Back by popular demand! 

Enjoy a curated selection of 
one of our BEST-OF items in 
this box. We’ve value-stuffing 

this box to help keep our 
members inspired all  

summer long.

EXPLORE MAGAZINE,  
SUMMER 2020

Lean back and enjoy. Explore 
Vancouver Island. Learn about 

bear safety. Paddle Lake 
Superior. Hike Cape Breton 
Island. Gear up for summer. 

Get inspired!

Bestof
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WINTER 2019-20

LTA CLUB  
GEAR BOX

DISCOVER MORE INFO ABOUT THIS GEAR AT: explore-mag.com/LTAClub-HowTo
QUESTIONS? CONCERNS? EMAIL gearbox@mypassionmedia.com

Gear may not be exactly as pictured.

BUFF ORIGINAL 
MULTIFUNCTION 

HEADWEAR
One of the most useful pieces of 
outdoor apparel ever designed! 

Wear it 12 different ways—this Buff 
Original is designed exclusively for 

LTA Members.

SURVIVAL FROG  
TACT BIVVY

Whether for emergency use, or 
minimalist winter camping, this 

ultra-lightweight Bivvy from 
Survival Frog is a must-have. So 

compact—you’ll take it with you on 
every trip (colours may vary).

FIXNZIP 2-PACK
Broken zippers can ruin a trip—

now, you won’t have to worry. Fix 
any zipper on the go and without 

sewing or tools. Tents, pants, 
jackets—works on metal and 

plastic zips.

AVVENTURA  
OUTDOORS  

DRY BAG BACKPACK
Winter means wet, cold weather. 

Protect your gear with this 
three-fold Dry Bag Backpack. 
Guaranteed waterproof—and 

easy to carry, with handy straps. 
(Colours vary.)

OGGI LUMBERJACK TOQUE
While cross-country skiing, 

snowshoeing, winter hiking or just 
everyday—you’ll love this cozy 
Lumberjack Toque from OGGI. 

COMPRESSION SACK
Bulk is just as important as weight. So 

whenever you pack, use this handy 
ripstop nylon Compression Sack 
to squeeze your clothing, tent or 

sleeping bag small.

ACCESSORY  
CARABINERS (2)

Eminently useful. Use these Accessory 
Carabiners to clip water bottles, 

compasses, multi-tools and more to 
your backpack. NOT FOR CLIMBING.

TRU EARTH BEESWAX  
FOOD WRAP

Forgo single-use plastics in 2020. 
Next hike or snowshoe—wrap your 
lunch in these reusable Beeswax 

Wraps. Wash in cold water and reuse 
again and again!

EXPLORE MAGAZINE, 
WINTER 2019

One of our most thought-provoking 
issues to date—explore the Powder 
Highway, learn about low-carbon-
footprint adventures, gear-up for 

winter and so much more.
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FALL 2020

LTA CLUB  
GEAR BOX

DISCOVER MORE INFO ABOUT THIS GEAR AT: explore-mag.com/LTAClub-HowTo
QUESTIONS? CONCERNS? EMAIL gearbox@mypassionmedia.com

Gear may not be exactly as pictured.

COLLAPSIBLE SPADE
Dig a cathole. Smother  
a campfire. Clear snow.  

The uses for this tactical-grade 
Collapsible Spade are  

endless—perfect for car- and 
boat-camping.

MINIMALIST  
HYDRATION PACK

Travel light! Ideal for  
trail-runners or cyclists, but  

also great for walkers, this light-
and-slim Minimalist Hydration 

Pack will stave-off thirst all 
season long.

AVVENTURA OUTDOORS  
LED WIDE-ANGLE  

FLASHLIGHT
Shorter days mean darker 

nights. We love the floodlight 
on this LED Wide-Angle 

Flashlight—light up the whole 
campsite, or narrow to a  

precise spotlight.

ADVENTURE MULTI-TOOL
Your one-stop shop for all your 

campsite needs. From a knife, to 
pliers, to a fire-steel, this durable 

Adventure Multi-Tool offers 
what you require.

LIGHTWEIGHT  
CAMP UTENSIL

This Lightweight Camp Utensil 
is eminently packable. From 

day-hike picnics to multi-night 
backpacking trips, you’ll always 

bring it along.

IHATETHECOLD  
BODY WARMERS (2)
Don’t get chilled! We love 

these Body Warmers from box 
sponsor IHateTheCold. Check 

out their other products at 
ihatethecold.com.

GOLDEN BIKING MAP
Golden is open! Come visit the 

recreation epicentre of BC’s 
Kootenay Rockies region. This 
Golden Biking Map will whet 
your appetite for adventure.

EXPLORE MAGAZINE,  
FALL 2020

Discover BC’s South Chilcotins. 
Learn about satellite 

messengers. Feel good about 
dogs. Follow a family canoe trip 

adventure—it’s all in the Fall 
2020 issue, plus more! Enjoy 
an issue of Canadian Traveller 

magazine as well.
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PRINT MAGAZINE PRODUCTION SCHEDULE 2021

PUBLICATION TITLE NEWSSTAND DATE BOOKING DEADLINE  ARTWORK DEADLINE

Explore Magazine Spring March 9, 2021  January 18, 2021 January 29, 2021 

Explore Magazine Summer June 8, 2021  April 19, 2021 April 30, 2021  

Explore Magazine Fall September 14, 2021  July 26, 2021 August 9, 2021 

Explore Magazine Winter December 14, 2021 October 18, 2021 October 29, 2021  

ONLINE PUBLISHING DATE BOOKING DEADLINE ARTWORK DEADLINE

Online Ads Client’s choice 2 weeks prior to flight 1 week prior to flight 

eNewsletter Tuesdays 1 week prior to flight 1 week prior to flight

Content Articles (Consumer) Client’s choice 4-5 weeks Editorial will contact client for direction 

Contesting Client’s choice 4-6 weeks prior to promotion 3-4 weeks prior to initial promotion
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OUR TECHNOLOGY

TheMachine connects all aspects of your campaign, including earned, owned and paid media.

Partner publications also reside on TheMachine allowing approved syndication of content between MPM sites and those sites. This empowers the 
CMS Recommendation and Semantic Engines to recommend content relevant for each reader and each reader demographic bucket.

Constant dataflows improve intelligence and ensure KPIs are monitored, managed and maximized.
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 OUR PROVEN PERFORMANCE

AIR CANADA VACATIONS

ALPINE CLUB OF CANADA

ALPINE INTERFACE INC

ATMOSPHERE

BARBADOS TOURISM

BUFF CANADA

CALIFORNIA TOURISM

COSMOPOLITAN RESORT

COLLETTE VACATIONS

CHRYSLER CANADA

ECCO SHOES

EDDIE BAUER

FORD MOTOR COMPANY

GARMIN CORPORATION

BLACK ROCK RESORT

JOHNSON & JOHNSON

MARMOT

JARDEN CONSUMER SOLUTION

KLM AIRLINES

KEEN CANADA

KOREA TOURISM

MERRELL

MEXICO TOURISM BOARD

NEW ORLEANS CVB

NORTHEASTERN ONTARIO

OBOZ FOOTWEAR

PLAYA RESORTS

FREEWHEELING ADVENTURES

RIVIERA MAYA

SAIL

SAMSONITE

SATA INTERNATIONAL

SPAIN OFFICE OF TOURISM

SUBARU

SUN-RYPE PRODUCTS

SUNSHINE COAST TOURISM

TOURISM GOLDEN

TOURISM KAMLOOPS

TOURISM SUN PEAKS

TOYOTA

TUCSON, AZ

TRANSAT TOURS CANADA

VISIT ORLANDO

YAMNUSKA

GLOBALSTAR: 2060% MEDIA VALUE ROI 

KEEN CANADA: 935% MEDIA VALUE ROI

CABELA’S: 414% MEDIA VALUE ROI

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND TOURISM: 201% MEDIA VALUE ROI

GUARANTEED  

RESULTS*
100%
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CONTACT US

BRAD LISKI
President & CEO
1-888-924-7524

bradl@myPassionMedia.com

BL

JAMES MOHR
National Director,  

North America
1-604-619-8281

jamesm@myPassionMedia.com
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RECENT AWARDS
Explore has received 190+ Magazine 

Award Nominations since 1981.

National Magazine Awards
Magazine of the Year

Honourable Mention, 2017
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THE SALES TEAM

National Magazine Awards
Best Magazine: Service & Lifestyle

Honourable Mention, 2018

National Magazine Awards
Best Magazine: Service & Lifestyle

Honourable Mention, 2020


